In life, only a few days define us; birth, wedding day, first child, etc… I recently achieved another defining moment as my career path led me to NDLTAP. While important for me, the assistance I provide for my teammates and your measurement of how NDLTAP helps you will be the real measures of this defining moment.

Denise, Sandy, Chris, Bill, Steve and I make up the NDLTAP team. Additionally, we tap into material subject experts that serve as special project instructors to help us share best practices and new technologies. We function under the guidance and support of the Upper Great Plains Transportation Institute of NDSU and funded by the NDDOT/FHWA and NDIRF.

On behalf of the NDLTAP team, know that our commitment to serve as your local transportation resource leader is strong. Your feedback and suggestions help to guide our course developments.

Smile contagiously,

Dale